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17.1. Introduction. During the previous units, till now, we have discussed in detail, the planning, design, conduct and 

basic statistical analysis of various types of epidemiological / medical research designs. However, there are three 

additional “applied” aspects of this knowledge. Firstly, we need to know the intricacies involved in writing a “research 

proposal” so that our proposed research work can be sanctioned by the concerned university (in case it is going to be 

a thesis / dissertation for some degree), or else it may need to be sanctioned by some governmental body (as ICMR) 

or non-governmental body (as Melinda gates Foundation), especially for funding. Secondly, once we have completed 

our epidemiological / research work, we should understand very well as to how to put it across in the form of a thesis 

/ dissertation / project report or else in the form of a research article which we would like to get published in a journal 

of repute. Thirdly, we should also have a good understanding as to how we would be evaluating, critically, a research 

article or a project report published in some journal, which we are reading. In this unit we will make comprehensive 

discussions of these three important aspects of epidemiology / medical research. 

17.2. Objectives. After studying this unit you should have a clear understanding of: 

 The steps involved in writing a research proposal. 

 Steps involved in writing our research findings in the form of a research paper for publication in a journal, 

or a project report or a thesis / dissertation. 

 Method of critically evaluating a research paper / project report published or submitted by other researchers. 

Part – 1 : Writing the Research Proposal 

17.3. Overview of Research Proposal. One of the initial steps while drawing up the plans of an epidemiological or 

research work is to prepare a written document which describes the proposed study in detail. Such a written document 

is called  "Research Proposal”. In most of the situations, preparation of research proposal assumes much importance 

for the following reasons: - 

 If the proposed research work is in respect of a thesis or dissertation proposed to be taken up by a post graduate 

medical student, then it is mandatory for him/her to write down the proposal and get it approved by the 

university authorities.  

 If the proposed research work is to be approved by a  Governmental  or Non -Governmental 
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organisation  for  the purpose of financial support or administrative sanctions (or both) 

then  submission  of  a  research  protocol  to  that organisation  by  the  worker  is,  generally,  a  mandatory 

requirement. 

 Even  if  the researcher is doing  a  small  scale research  work  not covered by (a) and (b) above,  still  it would 

be  desirable to write the study proposals, including various “protocols”  since  the same will serve as a 

reference during the entire process  of conduct of the study; in any case, writing down the proposal helps 

in  identifying methodological problems  as  well  as hitherto  undiscovered areas of difficulties so that  proper 

corrective action can be taken well in advance. 

17.4. Research proposal versus research protocol versus operations manual. All  this juncture, it would 

be  worthwhile  clarifying that  there  is  a  distinct  difference  between  “research proposal”, "research 

protocol"  and  an "operations manual ".  Research proposal is a document written as per the headings and 

specifications given by the agency which wants to evaluate, before the start of the research work, whether the work is 

fit to be undertaken in the present form, or needs to be modified. It assesses the relevance and importance of your 

proposed research, broadly evaluates the methodology that you propose to be following and assesses the financial 

requirements (if financial evaluation / sanctions is also a requirement of the examining agency). study protocol (also 

used interchangeably with the “measurements protocol”) is  a comprehensive, written document, which gives the 

details  of each  and  every  step of the selection procedure of study subjects,  the entire measurement  processes in 

respect of each and every variable of the stydy, including interviewing methods,  clinical methods, and laboratory 

procedures,   that  would  be carried  out  in the study. Operations manual is a very comprehensive document which 

includes, besides the details of measurement of each and every variable (which is there in the study (measurement) 

protocol),, the detailed description of the research question, description of each and every variable which will be 

studied, the description of reference and study populations, sample size calculations, sampling procedure, 

randomization procedure (if applicable”), the quality control procedures, duties and responsibilities of each and every 

member of the team, handling of financial issues, and details of interim / final report which will be required to be sent, 

the  In other  words,  the  research proposal  is, like the "blue print" of a  proposed  building, the research protocol 

(sometimes called as measurement protocol) is like the “Engineer’s Book” which  gives details of various technical 

details of construction process, while the operations manual is the “Builder’s & Architect’s Book”,  which will  give 

the entire technical, financial and legal details of how the  proposed construction will be carried out. 

17.5. Steps in preparing  a research proposal.  This is neither an easy  task nor too difficult either. It consists of number 

of  points which have to be clarified in a stepwise fashion.   Needless to say, more the worker has read “around” and 

“into” the topic, more comfortable will she be in writing the proposal. Quite apparently, the first thing which should 

be put on the first page of the research proposal should be the “Title” of the proposed research work, along with the 

name of the principal worker ( and co-workers, if any), their qualifications and institutional affiliations, and the name 

and details of the “Guide” of the proposed research work (in case the proposal is for a thesis / dissertation). Thereafter, 

in  general,  the  research  proposal  consist  of  the following parts :- 

17.6. Introduction.  This the first  group  heading.   The introduction  should generally be limited to within  600  to 

900 words (2 to 3 double spaced A-4 size typed pages).   The introduction  should have specific 
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paragraphs  which  should logically and sequentially bring out the following aspects : 

a) Definition of the problem in which the research is going to  be undertaken (eg, 

"Ischaemic  Heart  Disease  is defined as .........."). 

b) Magnitude  of the problem in terms  of  morbidity, 

mortality,    disability,   suffering   and    socioeconomic consequences. 

c) A  brief statement of what is already known  about the condition, depending on the review of literature. 

d) A  statement on what is not known, or areas  where gaps  in knowledge still exist and which need to 

be  filled. eg, "while a large member of workers have clarified,  beyond doubt,  the role of risk factors like 

smoking,  hypertension etc (as brought out in preceding paragraph) in the causation of  I.H.D., the role of a risk 

marker like  "Transverse  ear lobe  crease"  still  remains  to  be  extensively  studied, especially in a developing 

country." 

e) What is the research question to be answered  in  this 

proposed  study.   This  will  include  a  paragraph  giving general  statement, enunciating the broad  issue of  the 

study.  

f) A  final  paragraph should be written on  how  the study  findings will  contribute to the 

existing  knowledge, and  help in improving the health care or clinical  practice as against what is already being done.  

In other words, this final paragraph should  be  addressed  towards  how   this proposed research work will pass the 

" if so, so what" test.  In  a nutshell, the introduction should give a good  overview of  two aspects - firstly, the 

background  importance  about the area of study and secondly the relevance of the proposed work. 

17.7. Aim and Objectives . This part of the proposal is sensitive one.  One should decide  the aim and objectives very 

clearly, specially assessing  as to  whether they will be feasible ("do-able") or  not.   The AIM is a general statement 

about the research question.  The OBJECTIVES  are very specific activities through which  the aim is going to be 

achieved.  An example is as follows :- 

17.7.1. Aim :-   "To  study the prevalence and distribution  of  certain predetermined coronary risk factors among 

middle aged  adult males is an urban population, and to study the  association of  these  risk  factors 

with  resting  E.C.G.  evidence  of Coronary Insufficiency" 

17.7.2. Objectives. The specific objectives will be:  

 To study the prevalence of the following  predetermined coronary  risk factors among middle aged males 

in  an  urban community. 

 Tobacco smoking (defined as "ever smokers"). 

 Systemic  arterial hypertension (defined as SBP  > 140 mm  HG  and /or DBP >90 mm Hg). 

 Excessive   consumption  of  dietary   cholesterol (defined as > 300 mg dietary cholesterol per day) 

 Obesity (defined as B.M.I. > 25) 

 Physical inactivity (defined as less than 3 weekly sessions  of leisure time physical activity of at  least  30 

minutes each). 

 To  study  the  distribution  of  the  above  mentioned coronary risk factors according to : 
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 Age 

 Educational status 

 Occupational status 

 Economic status 

 Religion 

 To study the association (and the independent  adjusted effect),  of the above mentioned predetermined risk  factors 

with presence of resting E.C.G. evidence of Coronary Insufficiency. 

 

17.8. Brief Review of Literature.  This part is generally  not required to be written in a proposal,  unless 

the  authority  to  which the proposal  is  being  submitted (University  or  Governmental / 

Non  Governmental  financing agency) desires it to be included.  In such a case, a  brief review  of  literature of 3 to 

4 double spaced  typed  pages should  be  given.  The review should generally  be  of  the “recent literature” (i.e., past 

5 years or so).  The  review should be divided into  the following headings :- 

a) Definition of the condition of interest 

b) Magnitude  of  the problem :  worldwide, national level, local/ regional level, and socio-economic 

impact. 

c) Review of what is already known about the topic of research. 

d) Review of the gaps which exist in the present body of knowledge as far as it pertains to the proposed 

research. 

17.9. Material and Methods. This  is  the "heart"  of  the research  protocol.  Great care should be  exercised  while 

writing this part.  In general, the following aspects should be clarified in adequate detail, point wise. 

a. General  Settings - Define the  general  settings, i.e.,  whether  the  study will be done in 

a  hospital  or  in general   community,  the  type  of  hospital (primary   / Secondary/ tertiary level or OPD), or the 

community  (Urban, Slums, rural) etc. 

b. Place of the study  

c. Time - line :- Give an approximate time table as  

= = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  

* Preliminary actions including pilot study    3 months 

* Data Collection       1 year 

* Analysis and write up      3 months 

= = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

 Total        18 months 

= = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

d. Study design  :- Specify the exact  study  design (eg,  "case-control study").  In a few  lines 

describe  as  to why this particular study design  is being used as compared to the other available study designs. 

e. Reference and Study (Actual) population :-  Define the reference (total) population on which the 
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study  results will  be  generalised.   Next,  define  the  actual (study) population from which the study sample will be 

drawn.  Add a line  to  justify that the actual (study)  population  is  a reasonably  representative subset of the  total 

(reference) population. 

f. Sample size. Clearly specify the following 

assumptions/specifications  in  respect  of  the   following criteria,  (along  with  a brief  statement  justifying  the 

specifications):- 

* Acceptable alpha error (and whether one or two tailed). 

* Acceptable Beta error and power. 

* Expected mean and SD  or expected proportion along with acceptable deviation in case of a descriptive study. 

* Expected proportion in the unexposed/non-diseased (Po) for cohort/experimental or case control studies, or 

the expected means and SDs of the two groups. 

* Minimum detectable odds ratio/relative risk. 

* The equation by which you have arrived at that sample size. 

g)  Sampling  method :- Having specified  the  minimum sample  size, specify, in this paragraph, the 

sampling frame, what will  be  the sampling  ratio  and by which  particular method  (simple random,  systematic 

random, multistage, cluster,  stratified random etc.) will the sample be drawn from the actual  (study) population. 

h) Exclusion criteria :- If you are having “exclusion criteria”,  then be very specific in defining them; 

e.g.,  "all cases who have undergone hysterectomy will not be  included in this study". 

i) Specify the variables and scales of measurement.  Specify the variables of interest under the 

headings of  

* Exposure variable(s) of main interest 

* Other exposure variables 

* Outcome variables (Primary outcome variable and secondary outcomes, if required). 

* Potential confounding variables/effect modifying variables. 

Next, for  each  variable,  specify  the   scale   of measurement  (ie., numerical continuous / discrete / ordinal 

numerical / categorical dichotomous / polychotomous ordinal / polychotomous nominal). 

j) Instruments  :-  Give a clear description  of  all instruments  that  will be used to collect 

the  data.   This should  include    the    physical    instruments (eg., 

sphygmomanometer),    or    laboratory   instruments    (eg., stereoscopic   microscope) or  special  instruments   (eg., 

portable  12  lead ECG machine) AND ALSO  the Questionnaire (Remember, Questionnaire is also an instrument). 

k) Techniques  :- Again, give a clear description  of the  technique  of  using 

the  instruments  and  making  the measurements; e.g., "B.P. will  be  measured  with  the  subject   sitting 

comfortably,  cuff tied  on right arm.  Appearance of  sound will be taken as S.B.P., while complete 

disappearance  (Phase -V) will be taken as D.B.P.  Three readings at intervals  of 3  minutes  will  be  taken 

and  the  lowest  ones  will  be recorded".  OR  "The questionnaire will be used as a personal interview technique, in 

a quiet room, in privacy, after informing  the subject of the scope  of the study and assuring him of  full confidentiality".  

In addition, give a description of who will collect the data  (e.g., by the principal worker, trained  interviewers, 
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trained laboratory technicians etc).  Finally make a mention as  to how training in data collection will be imparted  and 

how testing and certification of the data collectors will be done. 

l) Details of randomization, blinding and Intervention   :-  If  the  study   involves   any 

intervention  (eg, drug, vaccine, program,  therapeutic procedure,  etc.) then  give  a  very clear and 

detailed  description of  the process of Random allocation, the details of blinding (single / double or even triple) and 

the “intervention” which is going to be studied  (who  will  do  what  to  whom,  how  and  how frequently).   Even 

minor points like dose, formulation  and frequency  of  administration  of the  drug  or  details  of operative procedure 

must be mentioned (if required, they  may be attached in the form of an appendix). Similarly, details of “Placebo” in 

case of a clinical trial should be mentioned. 

(m) Follow up procedures. In a cohort study as well as a experimental design, mention the details as to 

how the follow up of the two groups  will be done, including details as who will be ascertaining the final and interim 

outcomes, when and where. In addition, give a clear description of modalities of “retrieving” those who are getting 

lost to follow up. 

(n) Description of gold standard test in diagnostic test study.  In a study proposing to evaluate the 

performance of a diagnostic test, including clinical algorithms, a detailed description of the “gold standard” against 

which the current test under study will be evaluated, should be given.    

o) Referral  Support  : If the  study  will  diagnose patients of some disease, or else if during 

the  course  of intervention, some subject develop complications, then how the  referral  support/ specialized diagnostic 

work  up  and treatment  will  be organized - a small  paragraph  on  this aspect would be desirable. 

p) Pilot study : In case a pilot study would be  done to  refine  the  material and 

methods,  then  give  a  clear description  of how many subjects will be required  for  the pilot study, how will they be 

sampled, and whether the pilot study subjects are likely to be included in the main  study or not, going a brief 

justification for the same. 

q) Issues  of analysis : In fact, in a  well  planned research work, the researcher plans his dummy tables 

well in advance.  While this perfection may not be possible in every routine  research work, a general description must 

be  given in  the proposal as to what statistical procedures  will  be used  for  the basic analysis or for 

advanced  issues  like control of confounding or effect modification.  In case  the help 

and  guidance  of  a   research   methodologist   or biostatistician  will  be  taken  for handling  issues   of 

advanced  analysis, then the same should be  mentioned.   In addition, if data management by 

computerisation  is  planned, then  a brief  description of computer packages  and  the 

persons  who  are  going  to  manage  the  automated   data processing should be given. In clinical trials, details of 

sequential analysis, stoppage rules and “intention to treat analysis” if applicable, should be clearly brought out. 

 r) Rights  of  publication  :  This is  an  optional paragraph, but is helpful especially if more than one 

worker is  involved.   Mention, as to who will  have  the  research rights or publication rights, who will be first author, 

who will be “corresponding author”, etc. 

s) Ethical issues : In case the study is a no-risk or low risk study, a statement to this effect would 

be  enough.  However,  in  case  of intervention studies  or  else  where breach  on confidentiality is potential, a 
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clarification  on the   ethical  aspects,  including  informed   consent   and protection of confidentiality should be made.  

In  addition, if  the sanctioning  agency requires  the  protocol  to  be 

cleared  by  an  "ethical  committee"  the  same  should  be ensured. It should be remembered that most research bodies 

now need the proposal to be cleared by  the Institutional Ethical Committee and this should be ensured. For animal 

experiments, separate clearance by Institutional Animal Experiments Ethical committee will be required. 

17.10. Financial  Implications. This paragraph is  mandatory  for any study which seeks "funding" from any 

Governmental or Non Governmental   organisation.  A  detailed   description   of financial  requirements, according 

to instruments,  regents, drugs,  salaries, office contingencies etc should  be  made,  phase-wise  or financial year wise. 

Work out  the  financial requirements meticulously, catering to the inflation  rates. Contact the various dealers and 

make an on-ground  estimate of prices as well as availability of the equipment, reagents etc.  Remember, do not simply 

go by guesswork or  estimates made  by some other workers or in the past; such  an  action has been a cause of major 

problem for many workers. 

17.11. References.  This  is the last section. The details of  writing  the references  are  presented in the next part of 

this unit on writing a research paper.  However,  for  an impressive get up, give due attention to the following : 

a) The  references should come in a serial  order  of numbering, ie., for example reference no. 7 should 

not appear in  the text of protocol until reference no. 6  has  already appeared at least once. 

b) The  references  should be written in  a  standard format.  The Vancouver system of writing the 

references,  as described later, is generally accepted as a  standard format. 

c) Do not mention a reference in the text as well  as in  the 

list  of  references,  unless  you  have   actually read/verified it. If during examination of a proposal, it is 

observed  that  references have been wrongly  interpreted  / misquoted/ are non existent, then it gives a poor impression 

about the  performance of the worker who  has  written  the protocol. 

17.12. Annexures. Annexures may be attached if so required.  In  general, an  annexure  is attached to clarify 

in  greater  detail,  a particular  aspect  which  has not been  clarified  adequately in  the "Material and Method" 

section  because  the same   would  have  become  unnecessary  voluminous.    Such annexures are generally of the 

following types : 

Annexure  I  :  Gives a detailed description  of  terms  and phrases used in material and method section : eg,   

Age   :- Will be recorded according to the nearest year, eg  a person  who  is 47 years and 5 months will be  taken  as  47 

years while  a person 49 years and 6 months will be  taken as  50 years. 

B.M.I.     will be measured as   

Weight in Kg 

B.M.I. =   -------------------------- 

               (Height in metres) 2 

Annexure II   : Gives the minute details of the  intervention measure which is to be used in the proposed study. 

Annexure III  : (if required) - the questionnaire or schedule for recording the data can be reproduced here. 

Annexure  IV  : gives the clearance certificate from  ethical committee, if required. 

Annexure  V   :  gives  the minute  details  of  finances / expenses  or equipment, instruments etc. Similarly, more 
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annexures, as required may be attached. 

Check your progress – 1. 

1. You are doing a Post Graduate degree course in health & hospital management from a university, for which you 

are required to submit a dissertation. Before you start working on your dissertation, the topic and broad methodology 

is to be approved by the university. For this purpose, you will submit to the university, the following: (a) Critical 

Evaluation Report (b) Research proposal (c) Operations manual (d) Measurement protocols (e) Project completion 

report. 

2. Which of the following is not necessarily required in a research proposal (unless specified to be added by the 

approving agency): (a) Aim & objectives (b) Material & methods (c) Detailed review of literature (d) Title of the 

proposed research work (e) Annexures showing the study proforma, measurement protocols, questionnaire, etc. 

3. “If so, so what?” means: (a) How costly your research work is going to be from financial point of view (b) Whether 

you will be able to acquire institutional ethical committee clearance (c) How your proposed research work is going to 

add to the existing body of knowledge in improving present healthcare practices (d) Whether you have acquired the 

basic qualifications required to do that research work (e) Whether you are undertaking a strong design as experimental 

or cohort design. 

4. In the “Introduction” part of the research proposal, which of the following is not included: (a) Definition of the 

problem in which the research is going to  be undertaken (b) Magnitude  of the problem (c) brief statement of what 

is already known  about the condition (d) statement on what is not known, or areas  where gaps  in knowledge still 

exist and which need to be  filled (e) How analysis of the data will be undertaken in the proposed research work. 

5. In a research proposal, which section will come immediately after the “Aim & objectives” section: (a) Material & 

Methods (b) References (c) Annexures (d) Title of the proposed research (e) Institutional ethical committee 

clearance. 

Part – 2 : Writing the Research Paper for Publication / Final Research Report  

Overview of Writing a Research Paper. Let us say, you have completed your research work, proceeding in the most 

scientific manner.  A research question that was meticulously and intelligently asked, a representative sample of 

adequate size studied, impeccable measurements, ensuring validity and reliability were made and accurately analysed 

statistically and "cause and effect” relationship finally proved like the seasoned soldier whose bullet makes clean, un-

smudged hole through the bull’s eye on the target!   Excellent job done!  What stops you from calling for a celebration?  

Yes, there is one major step that still stands between you and a "successful research" - the final write up.   Your 

excellent research work has   to   be "published” for the benefit of your brethren in   the fraternity of medicine.  Even 

if not for the sake of benevolence to the scientific community, your research work still needs to be published for more 

humanly selfish reasons  - to get you the acknowledgement that you deserve and to improve your biodata! This last 

step of writing the research results often becomes an uphill task.  Those who assess the quality of your research work, 

do so on the basis of how you have presented it - they may not see how you have done it and what you have obtained, 

but rather on how you put it across to them.  In other words, it is the style of writing your research work that makes a 

major difference. To a small extent, the style of writing is an inborn talent, a gift of God, no doubt about that.  Another 

small contribution can come by way of the command on language that one has.  However, notwithstanding these 
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factors, the major role is played by a methodical and systematic approach in writing the research work, coupled with 

the constant practice that takes you towards perfection. Very broadly, there are two types of written research works, 

firstly the original research paper and secondly, the thesis / dissertation / project report.  The basic approach in writing 

them remains the same, except for the   major difference that while an original research paper is a short, crisp 

presentation contained in 8 or 10 typed pages, the thesis/dissertation/project report is quite   voluminous, running into 

hundreds of pages. The discussion herewith is intended to serve as general guidelines.  The researcher is advised to 

obtain a copy of specific guidelines from the journal to which he or she intends sending the article (or the academic 

council or research body in case of a thesis or project report) and adhere to the finer details provided in such 

instructions.  

17.13. Sequence in writing a research paper. No research result can be written in one go.  It has to be edited and revised 

on a number of occasions before it takes the final, perfect shape.  It is always better to be more exhaustive to begin 

with, pruning down the flab with each revision. The sequence of presentation in an original research paper or thesis is 

usually as follows:- 

1. Topic / heading, followed by names of authors and their affiliation with various institutions. 

2. Abstract (Summary in case of thesis) 

3. Key words  

4. Introduction  

5. Aim and objectives 

6. Review of literature  

7. Material and Methods  

8. Findings (Results) 

9. Discussion  

10. Conclusion  

11. Recommendations  

12. References  

13. Annexures  

14. Other Enclosures, including “Conflict of Interest” if any. 

All or most of these headings are sequentially covered up, whether you are preparing an original research article or 

a thesis, keeping one major difference in mind, that in a thesis or project report, the various aspects are dealt with 

in great detail while in a research article everything is summarised and condensed in a proportion which is roughly 

between 1 in 15 to 1 in 20 as compared to a thesis.   Thus, if a thesis has 200 double spaced typed pages, its research 

paper form should be able to fit in about 10 to 12 double spaced typed pages.  As a general guideline, try and 

restrict your research paper to 8 to 10 double spaced A-4 sized typed pages and your dissertation/project report to 

125 to 150 pages.  For the purpose of this chapter whenever we say “pages" it means double spaced typed pages on A-

4 sized paper.  

17.14. Title / Heading of the Research Paper. 
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While working out the title of your paper, do undertake a careful planning.  A large majority of the readers of medical 

journals generally browse through the list of contents and tend to select the article whose title attracts attention.   The 

take home message is that you must select the words in the title in such a way that it  "shouts" for attention.   It would 

be worthwhile talking to your peers, colleagues and even students about the title - some of them may come up with 

excellent ideas. Do not keep the title either too long or too short.  The optimum compromise between 

comprehensiveness on one hand and brevity on the other has to be maintained.   A good method is to write down a 

few titles, revise and modify them a number of times till you get the one which appears to be the best.   The optimum 

number of words in a title are between 15 and 20; if lesser, clarity tends to decline and if more, it tends to become 

too big. The  title  should be, in fact, a very  short,  "telegraphic form summary of your objectives”.  In addition, the 

title may also give a very brief indication of the place and general settings of the study and  the type of study design. 

The title, whether in a research paper or a thesis, is usually typed on the first page along with the details of 

the author(s), i.e., their names in full and their affiliations (e.g., Dr. Researcher Kumar, Professor of Research 

Methodology, Research Institute of Medical Sciences, Researchland” .   Do check up from the university whether 

printing of author's name is allowed by them.  Also in case of a dissertation/thesis, the title should remain  the  same 

as  has been approved by the university in the  protocol  - take  care not to change it  in the final write  up,  unless the 

change has been permitted by the university. 

17.15. Abstract / Summary. In  a research paper, the title page is followed  by  a page containing the Abstract.  In case 

of a dissertation  or project  report,  there  is an additional  page  giving  the  Index (list of contents) interspersed 

between title page and the "Summary".  In a dissertation/project report you would write a Summary which occupies 

approximately 5% to  7%  of the  total  pages  that are  present in  the  report.  Some research bodies desire to have 

the "Summary” placed after the  "Discussions" chapter, and not at the beginning of  the report.  

The  abstract is a short crisp summary of  your  entire research paper.  Usually, it should be limited to 200 to 

300 words (about one typed page in double spacing).  Some of the standard journals want the Abstract section to be 

further subdivided into four sub-headings – Background significance, Material and Methods, Results and Conclusion. 

The abstract should start with a sentence or two on the background of your research  question followed  by your actual 

research question (i.e, objectives) summarised  in  a sentence or two.  Thereafter  the salient features  of  methodology 

are summarised in about  three  or four  sentences,  so as to give an  idea  of  the  general 

settings,   the  reference  population,  the  sample   size, sampling  method,  type  of  design,  the  methods  used  in  

making measurements / obtaining   information   from the    subjects   and   the intervention  procedure  if any.  This 

is  followed  by  the  salient findings (giving the measures of effect like RR  and p value in brackets) and finally the 

main conclusions  drawn from  the study.  In case of summary, the above aspects  are explained  in  slightly greater 

detail, paragraph  wise,  in about five to seven typed pages.  Avoid  including  aspects pertaining to "Review of 

literature" or "Discussion" in  the abstract/summary. 

17.16. Key Words. At the end of Abstract, give a side heading "Key words" and  indicate  four  or  five  key 

words  that  will   help "indexing"  your article in “Index Medicus” or computer  based literature database, like 

MEDLINE or PUBMED, etc.  As far as possible, take key words that appear in  Index Medicus.  Do ensure that the 

key  words  have relevance to your article and  no possibly relevant key word has been left out, otherwise the potential 
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beneficiaries  of your article all over the world  will  not really  be able to derive the scientific benefit from  your work, 

since  they  will not be able to  locate  it  in  the absence  of  relevant  key  words being  given  by  you  for indexing. 

17.17. Introduction. Introduction gives the first impression to the readers; much of their opinion about your paper or 

report is formed on the basis of the introduction.  Keep it as brief, but, at the same time, as clear as possible.  The 

optimum space for introduction is about half page in your typed manuscript; in a thesis/project report the optimum 

space is 3 to 4 pages. The Introduction should bring out, systematically, the definition of the disease/health 

problem that you have studied, its "magnitude" in terms of morbidity, mortality and   suffering, a brief note on what 

is already known   in this area and finally the facets where gaps exist in the present body of knowledge and which 

have prompted you to take up the present research work. 

17.18. Aim And Objectives. 

In a research article, aim and objectives are usually covered in the last one or two sentences of introduction, 

without giving any separate heading.  In a thesis/project report, a separate heading must be given and the aim and 

objectives should be spelt out in detail.   Please do ensure that your aim and objectives as stated in your thesis/project 

report should be the same as stated in the proposal that has been approved by the university/research agency. 

17.19. Material And Methods.  

This  section is the "backbone" of your  entire  study.  You will appreciate that the first and 

foremost  requirement of any research work is that it should be free of bias (i.e, it should have been conducted using 

methods which were valid and  reliable).  Your excellent findings,  most  fashionable statistics and flawless language 

may not be able to  salvage your  research  paper or thesis if at any point  it  can  be shown that the methodology was 

wrong, i.e, lacked  validity or reliability.  Write your methodology with great care  and accuracy.  It would  be 

worthwhile devoting up to two  typed pages to  material and methods in a research paper,  and up to  12 to  15 pages 

in your thesis/project report to  this  aspect.  Coverage  of all the headings given in para 17.9 (a) to 17.9 (p)  in the 

preceding part on research proposal must be ensured, in  detail when writing a thesis and in a summarised form when 

writing a  research paper.  In addition, in a thesis/project  report do  not forget to  attach a copy of 

questionnaire,  detailed description  of various terms, and details of  interventions etc  in the form of Annexures, as 

explained  earlier in part – 1 of this unit.  Do  ensure that your questionnaire/schedule which   you  are attaching as an 

annexure in a thesis/project report contains all the headings which are being presented in the "Findings" section  (eg,  it 

should not happen that you  have  given  a table on "duration of physical exercise undertaken per day",  while 

the   questionnaire that you have attached  does  not have   any  question  relating  to  duration   of   physical exercise!). 

17.20. Review of Literature.  

A  review of literature is not required in  a  research paper.   On the other hand it is a must  for  thesis/project 

report,  wherein  it should be a detailed review  of  recent literature  (generally  covering  the  past  5  years),   in 

addition to the standard definitions and diagnostic criteria for which no time period is considered.  In a  dissertation/ 

project  report  the  review of   literature  may  generally occupy 30 to 40 pages.  In a thesis, it may occupy even more 

space. The  general  order of proceeding with  the  review  of literature  is  usually  expected  to  take  the  following 

sequence :- 

(a) Definition(s) of the condition(s) of interest in the present research. 
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(b) Historical review of the condition of interest. 

(c) Magnitude  of  the  problem   due   to the condition of interest, in terms of mortality,  morbidity  and   suffering 

- World wide. 

- National Scenario. 

- Regional problem within the nation. 

- Socio economic consequences. 

(d) Major  risk  factors  for  the  condition   (preferably according to agent, host and environmental factors). 

(e) Other (minor  or  possible)  risk  factors  for   the condition.  

(f) Review of diagnostic/therapeutic strategies (in  case of   a    study    addressing   issues   of   "therapy"   or 

"diagnosis"). Or   Review  of  preventive  strategies (in  case  of  study addressing issue of "prevention" or "risk'). 

Write the names of the authors, the year of their  work and the general settings of their study clearly, followed 

by their findings and the reference quoted in Arabic  numerals in  parentheses  at the end of the  particular  sentence  or 

paragraph;  eg,  "Arnold et al in their study,  on  coronary risk factors among American Blacks, conducted in U.S.A  in 

1978  found that ................ (7)".  Please ensure  that you are writing what the workers have observed or  concluded 

and NOT  your own interpretations or conclusions  that  you have  made after reading their work.  Secondly,  do  ensure 

that  you  have actually read the reference  which  you  are quoting  -  it  is  quite tempting to  collect  a  list   of  

references given at the end of  a chapter in a Standard text book  and   quoting them as if you have  studied  all  these 

references.  Try your best to obtain these "back references" quoted in a book (or by workers in their research work)  and 

study them.  If, after best of efforts, you are not able  to get  a  few references (just a few, say 4 or 5)  then  quote 

them  as, "Quoted in" followed by the complete reference  of the  book  or  article from where you 

have  picked  up  that reference. 

The best way (and of course quite a tedious one) is to spend lot of time in the library and read & note down 

the various research articles / chapters in various books. Two  other good ways of searching the literature  are  manual 

search using "Index Medicus" or else a computer based search on  internet or databases like MEDLINE or PUBMED, 

etc.  Please note that many computer based searches give you  only the abstract and you must make sincere efforts  to 

read the entire article from the journal following a scan of abstracts obtained on MEDLINE.   

17.21. Findings (Results) & Discussion 

Some  journals require that findings (Results) and discussion  be presented separately while some require 

them to be presented under a  single heading, each finding being  presented and discussed before proceeding to the 

next finding.  As regards thesis/projects   it  again depends   on   the   concerned university/research body as to what 

their requirement is and one    must comply   by    these    regulations.     Some universities/research  bodies leave it 

to the  candidate  to present  them either together or separately, the way  he  or she  desires;  if  this be so, 

it  would  be  preferable  to present the findings and discussion together since it avoids a lot of repetition of findings. 

The  findings must originate from what you have  done.  This  needs  no  emphasis but often  it  happens  that  such 

findings are presented which have  not been included at  all in the questionnaire.  This aspect must be properly  checked 

up. 

The  findings should be "grouped" into  broad  classes, commensurate with the study objectives. Each finding 
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being presented  should  refer to a clear-cut  heading,  and  this heading should, in turn, relate to one of the objectives 

(or   part of  an objective) of the  study.  Presenting  those  findings which do not commensurate with the study 

objectives gives a poor impression and are best avoided. 

In  a thesis/project report, as far as  possible,  each heading  should be supported by a table.  The first  two  or 

three tables  can  be  of  the  general   socio-demographic description  of  the  study  subjects,  including   baseline 

comparisons, if any.  Each table should have a table number, usually in Arabic numerals, which should be clearly 

referred to  at the appropriate place in the text.  The table  serial number should ideally start from 1 from the very first 

table and continue accordingly over the entire thesis (try not  to give  the  table numbers 1 to 5 for the 5  tables  that  you 

might have  presented in "review of literature"  and  again start from  table No.1 from "Findings" onwards; in  such  a 

case  the  first  table in  "Findings"  should  be  serially numbered as 6 and not 1). The  table  number should be 

followed by  a  clear  but concise  heading, and the actual findings.  It is  always  a good  practice  to indicate the 

percentages along  with  the number.  Do not forget to indicate 100% besides or below the number  out  of which you 

have  calculated  the  percentage.  Also make sure that the totals of the columns as well as the rows  have  been 

presented.  Following the table,  you  must give the abbreviated statistical findings as "t = 3.21, df = 28,  p < 0.05 

(significant)".  An example of a table  is  as follows :- 

TABLE-7 

Comparison of cases and controls regarding smoking 

= = = = = = = = = = = = =  = =  = = = =  = = = = = = = = =  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  

Smoking History   Cases   Controls   Total 

No. (%)   No. (%) 

= = = = = = = = = = = = =  = =  = = = =  = = = = = = = = =  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

Present   67 (76.1%)  54 (42.5%)  121 

Absent    21(23.9%)  73 (57.5%)    94 

= = = = = = = = = = = = =  = =  = = = =  = = = = = = = = =  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

Total   88  (100%)      127  (100%)  215 

= = = = = = = = = = = = =  = =  = = = =  = = = = = = = = =  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

X2= 23.9,  df = 1,   p < 0.001 (very highly significant) 

(OR = 4.3;   95%   CI   of   OR = 2.4  to  7.7) 

Any  explanatory note in the table should  be  depicted with  an  asterisk  and  explained  after  the  details   of 

statistical tests. 

Graphical   presentations   should   be   made    using appropriate  types  of figures (diagrams).   Figures are 

usually numbered serially in  Roman numerals.   Each figure should be appropriately referred to in the text and should, 

preferably, in a thesis,  face  the page in which it is being referred to. 

17.22. Sequence of reasoning in “Discussion” part.  Discussion  should   follow   a   logical  sequence  as follows :  

(a) First of all, describe your own findings in two  or  3 sentences.   This  must  be done, especially  in  a  thesis. 

Do  not leave it on your examiner to  make  interpretations from  the  tables.   For  example,  the  hypothetical  table 

presented  above should be followed by a sentence or two  as follows  "It  was  observed  in this  study  that  a  larger 
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percentage  of  cases  of  IHD (76.1%)  gave  a  history  of cigarette smoking as compared to a lesser percentage 

(42.5%) of   controls.    This  difference   was   found    to    be statistically  significant  (p<0.001).  The 

Odds  Ratio  was 4.3, indicating that ......". 

(b) Having  given an overview of your findings,  bring  out such studies which have given similar findings; 

e.g.,  "Nelson et al in their study in Sweden in 1984 also  observed that a significantly larger population of cases of 

IHD were smokers ..........(18)". 

(c) Next, give  a  brief account  of  studies  which  have obtained  findings that are dissimilar 

from  your  findings, and "reason out" the possible causes as to why your findings could be different from theirs. 

(d) Finally,  in a sentence or two, summarise  the  overall findings and general conclusions; eg, "From the 

findings  of the  present  and  most of the comparative  studies,  it  is apparent  that  smoking  is a 

strong  and  significant  risk factor for IHD". 

17.23. Conclusions and Recommendations 

A  point  which  needs to be  emphasised  is  that  the conclusion  should be drawn from the premises of your  study 

and  not from possible factors which you have  not studied. For example if you have not studied "alcohol 

consumption" in a case control study on the risk factor for IHD, do not draw conclusions like "alcohol consumption 

is also likely to be a risk  factor because it may be related to smoking which  was found to be a risk factor in this 

study".  Similarly,  while making  your recommendations, make sure that they are  based on facts which you have 

studied and not simply a  repetition of standard recommendations given in some text book  or  by some other author.  

Secondly, the recommendations should  be "do-able" (practicable).  Even if you have found alcohol to be  a risk 

factor for IHD, there is no point recommending  a ban  on production  or sale of  alcohol;  a  more  do-able 

recommendation  would  be that all medical  persons provide education to their clientele as regards the risk of 

alcohol. 

17.24. Annexures and Enclosures 

In  general  the  annexures  that  are  attached  in  a thesis/project report are the same as have been explained in the 

preceding part-1 on writing a research proposal.   In addition, if necessary and possible,  in  a thesis/project  report, 

interesting ECG tracings,  Radiographs, etc.,  may be attached as separate enclosures.  Annexures  and 

enclosures  should  be properly referred to  at appropriate places  in  the text; in addition a cross reference  in  the 

annexure  should also be provided on the top right hand corner of that annexure, to link it  up  with  the appropriate 

paragraph of the text.  

17.25. References. The  important  points that  need  consideration  while writing the references are : 

(a) The  references should be serially numbered  in  Arabic numerals,  in a chronological order, as they 

appear  in  the text.   Do  make  sure that a  particular reference  number should appear in the text for the first time, 

only after the immediately preceding reference number has appeared in  the text at least once.  For example, reference 

number 9  should appear  in  the  text  only after  reference number  8  has appeared in the text at least once. 

(b) The  style of writing the reference should  conform  to the  one used in Index Medicus.  (Vancouver style). 

Guidelines for some  common situations are :- 

Article published in a journal  : 
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The  style of writing a reference regarding an  article published  in  a  journal  is  : "Reference  No.  Name   of 

author(s).  Title of article.    Name of journal & Year;  Volume : Pages from - to". 

Note  that the punctuation marks and blank spaces  used above are  to be used in the 

same  style.   A  hypothetical example  is  - "18. Singh BB,  Kumaran  R.   Epidemiological study of murine typhus in 

a rural area.  Indian  Jr  Biology 1968; 37: 368-73". 

While writing  the name of the authors,  consider  the following points  

-  Start with surname followed by initials without  any full-stops between them; use comma for separating 

the  names of  successive co-authors; do not use "and" between any  two names. 

- If there are up to 6 authors, then give the names  of all;  if  more  than six, give the  names  of  first  three, 

followed by "et al". 

- If the name of author has not been indicated in  the article, write 'Anonymous". 

While writing   the names of journal,  use  authorised abbreviations as published in Index Medicus (as Ind J 

Public Hlth is the accepted abbreviation for Indian Journal of Public Health).. 

When the author is a corporate body or an expert committee : 

The style to be adopted is : 

Reference  No.  Name  of  corporate  body/expert  Committee. Title of  the publication/article.  Name 

of  Journal  Year; Volume : Page from - to. (e.g., “22. International Diabetes Association. Guidelines for classification 

of Diabetes mellitus. Recommendations of an expert committee. Inter Jr Diabetology 2017; 42 : 228 – 32.”)  

Reference from Books  : The  common situations in which references  are  quoted from books are : 

(a) When the author is the sole author himself : The style in this case would be :   

Reference  No. Name of the author.  Name of the book.   Name of publishers and place, Edition, Year. 

 A hypothetical example is : 

21. Ismail A K.  Basic Physiology.  Eminent publishing  Co, Kanpur, India. Second edition, 1983. 

(b) A book which is edited by Single or a board of editors  

The  style  is : Reference No.  Name(s)  of  editor(s), eds.  Name  of Book.  Edition no.  Place 

of  publication  : Name of publisher, Year. 

(c) Chapter in a book :  The sequence would be:     Reference  No.   Name(s) of author(s) who 

have  written  the chapter. Title of chapter.  In : Name(s) of editor(s) of the book, eds.  Name of book.  

Place of publication :  Name  of publishers. Edition, Year : Pages from - to. 

A hypothetical example is : 

27. Tiwary R, Jones D K.  Risk factors for Ischaemic  Heart Disease.   In  :  Kishore R, Gupta 

P,  eds.   Text  book  of Cardiology.  Bombay : National publishers, First Edition, 1999 : 181-217. 

(d) Citing a study which has been quoted in another book or journal, as reference: 

In general, avoid quoting a published work which   has been quoted in book or journal without reading 

it  yourself.  However,  in  certain  odd exigencies when  you cannot  get access  to  that particular reference and 

quoting  it  is  a must, then the same can be written as follows : 

"Reference  No. Details of reference being quoted (names  of authors, title, journal, year, volume, pages).  Quoted in  : 
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Details  of  book  or article in which  the  work  has  been quoted. 

Unpublished Studies 

Take   care, as far as possible,  not  to  quote  unpublished   studies   or communications    as 

references.    Written,    personal communications from experts can however be quoted, not as  a 

reference,  but  in  parentheses  in the  main  text  in   a research  paper,  or as a "foot-note"  in  a  thesis/project report. 

17.26. Numbering the paragraphs 

In a research article paragraphs are not numbered.   In a  thesis/project report, on the other hand, some 

system  of numbering the paragraphs, as laid down by the University, has to be followed.  The commonly 

used  system  is  the  one  adopted  by  the  World   Health Organisation in which every chapter is given a serial number 

(i.e, 1 for Introduction, 2 for Aim and Objectives  and  so on).  The paragraphs in the chapter are serially numbered as 

1, 2, etc, giving the chapter serial number as followed by a decimal  and  the  paragraph number.  Within  a  paragraph, 

subparagraphs can be made, indicated by the chapter  number, decimal, paragraph number, decimal and 

subparagraph  number.  Thus, 5.2.3. means that the same is the third subparagraph of the second main paragraph of 

the fifth chapter.  (This system is also being followed in these Units also). Usually, one can proceed  in  that way till 

the fourth numerical  place,  eg, 4.1.3.5.   If further subdivisions are necessary beyond  the fourth  numerical (i.e, 

beyond  "Sub-sub paragraph"  stage) then  the same may be indicated by lower case  alphabets  in parentheses as (a), 

(b) etc. 

Part-3: Undertaking Critical Appraisal of a Published Research Paper 

17.27. Overview of critical appraisal of a published article. The issue of critical appraisal of a published article in a 

journal is of much importance to every Doctor. As Post-Graduate students in the respective specialities, we have 

periodic “journal clubs” during which research articles are critically evaluated. As practising Doctors, we need to 

advance our knowledge constantly, by reading the various articles. Similarly, as senior level health care administrators, 

we have to keep abreast regarding the contemporary practices in health care administration, therapies, equipment, 

diagnostics and the financial implications. From the research methodologist’s perspective, reading a journal needs a 

series of well planned sequential steps. The following is a check list proforma for such steps for evaluating an original 

research article :- 

 

17.28. Step 1. Deciding whether I should read this article 

a)  Look at the title :    

 Is it interesting ?: Yes/No. 

 Likely to be useful in your area of practice? Yes/No. 

b)  Look at the Abstract : Will the conclusions (if valid), likely to be useful to you, in your area of clinical 

practice or research areas ?  Yes / No. 

c)  Quickly browse through the ‘Materials and Methods’ section.  See if the ‘settings’ are similar to your 

own settings of practice (may be dissimilar because of different facilities, different technological 
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availability, grossly different demographic profile of patients, the level of medical care in which the 

study was done) - Yes/No 

If answers to 1 (a), (b) & ( c ) are Yes for two or more question, go ahead and start reading the article. Keep a pen and 

a paper and keep giving your comments as per the following general check-list :- 

17.29. Step 2.Assess the research question of the authors : 

a)  Is there a clear cut/specific research question? Yes/ Possibly Yes/No. 

b)  Was it feasible for the authors to study this question, given their technical expertise, available facilities 

etc.  Yes/to some extent/No. 

c)  Does the research question has some element of novelty (is likely to fill up certain gaps in existing body 

of knowledge rather than reconfirming the already well established facts). Yes / No 

17.30. Step 3. Assess  the “validity” of the study (Is it free from bias)? 

(a)  Have the authors made a mention (explicit or, at least, implicitly) of the - 

(i)  Total (Whole / Reference) Population  ? Yes/No. 

(ii)  Actual (study) Population ? 

(b)  Is the actual (study) population from which sample was drawn likely to be a “representative subset” of 

the total population (If no, then external validity/generalizability will be restricted) :- Yes/No. 

( c )Have the authors :- 

(i)  Calculated the sample size ? Yes/No. 

(ii)  Whether they have specified the parameters like Type-I (alpha), Type-II (Beta) errors, OR or RR to 

be detected, expected P0, or mean and SD, and acceptable deviation (d)  (as applicable to the various 

types of study designs), while calculating the sample size:-  Yes/No/Not applicable. 

(iii) Are the above parameters, if specified, likely to be correct / realistic: Yes/No. 

(d)  Have the authors :- 

(i)  At all described the method of  sampling ? Yes/No. 

(ii)  Is the method of sampling based on some random (probability) method ? Yes/No. 

(e)  Have the authors explicitly mentioned :- 

(i)  The exposure variable(s) (only for an analytic design).  Yes/no. 

(ii)  The outcome variable(s) (for all types of designs)  Yes/No. 

(f)  Are the “scales of measurement” of the exposure and/ or , outcome variables (e.g., continuous, discrete, 

ordinal, dichotomous, nominal) correctly chosen as seen against the background of the research 

question? Yes/No. 

(g)  Have the authors clearly identified and stated all the potential confounding factors (PCFs)? Yes/No. 

(h)  Have they adequately covered for all PCFs by taking action during designing (Randomisation/ 

Restriction/ Matching) or during analysis (Standardisation / Stratified analysis/ Mathematical modelling) 

? Yes/No. 
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(i)  What are the PCFs which have either not been considered at all, or else not controlled during design/ 

analysis _____________. 

(j)  Have the authors clearly described the following items used by them in this study :- 

(i)  Physical instruments and reagents ? Yes/No./Not Applicable (NA). 

(ii)  Questionnaire ? Yes/No/NA. 

(iii) Any other scales (eg, psychological assessment scale) Yes/No/NA 

(iv) Definitions of terms and criteria for various diseases etc used by them ? Yes/No/NA. 

(v)  Techniques of using the instruments, questionnaires, scales etc ? Yes/No/NA. 

(k)  Have the authors mentioned as to how they have standardised/ validated the following :- 

(i)  Physical instruments ?  Yes/No/NA 

(ii)  Questionnaires ?   Yes/No/NA 

(iii) Any other “scales” used by them ? Yes/No/NA 

(iv) Quality control procedures during the conduct of study ?   Yes/No/NA 

(l)  Could any of the following biases have occurred in the study ? 

 

 Bias   Yes/No/NA If yes, briefly comment as to how 

(i)  Selection bias 

     Referral  ____________ ____________________________ 

 Self selection ____________ ____________________________ 

 Berksons  ____________ ____________________________ 

 Survivorship  ____________ ____________________________ 

 Healthy worker ____________ ____________________________ 

 Exposure related ____________ ____________________________ 

(ii)  Information Bias 

 Recall / reporting ____________ ____________________________ 

 Detection  ____________ ____________________________ 

 Observers  ____________ ____________________________ 

 Cross over  ____________ ____________________________ 

 Contamination ____________ ____________________________ 

 Co-intervention ____________ ____________________________ 

 Loss to   ____________ ____________________________ 

        follow up     ____________ ____________________________ 

17.31. Step 4.  Analysis 
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(a)  Has the data been presented in a simple, intelligible form ?   Yes/No. 

(b)  Are the statistical tests “ correct” for the type of variables      Yes/No/Usually (Give detailed comments). 

(c)  Have the authors worked out the measures of `effect’ (i.e., RR or OR)  

(if applicable  to the research question ) ?         Yes/No/ NA. 

(d)  Have the authors worked out the 95% CI (or 99%CI) of the various estimates?   

           Yes/No/NA 

(e)  Have the authors correctly controlled for confounders , in analysis, and worked out the independent, 

adjusted estimates ( e.g., by stratified analysis / standardization / multivariate models / two way ANOVA 

or MANOVA)  Yes / No / For some variables  

(f)  Have the authors assessed effect modification?          Yes/No/NA. 

17.32. Step 5. Conclusions :- 

(a)  If the findings are `statistically significant’, are they also of clinical/ health care significance/relevance? 

  Yes/Mostly/few only/No. 

(b)  If the findings are `statistically non significant’ is it possible that a real effect may have been missed due 

to “low study power” as consequence of low sample size (Have the authors back calculated the study 

power; alternatively calculate it yourself)? 

(c)  Are the conclusions drawn by the authors based on the actual findings of the study ? 

(d)  Do you think the study passes the `If so, so what’ test ?                Yes/No. 

(e)  Do you wish to take further clarification from the authors ?    Yes/No. 

  If yes, specify ________________________________ 

17.33. Step 6. Additional Actions for Specific Situations  

Check the following special points depending on the type of study objective. 

(a)  For a study assessing the efficacy of a therapeutic or preventive procedure 

 Was allocation to the intervention and control groups done by `Randomisation’ ? Yes/No. 

 Were the 2 groups similar on baseline comparison ?  Yes/No/baseline not compared. 

 Were all the clinical/health relevant outcomes  (good as well as bad) considered ?  Yes/No. 

 Has the therapeutic / preventive procedure tried out been described in adequate detail ?  Yes/No. 

 Were all the subjects who entered the study accounted for in the final analysis?   Yes/No. 

 What was the level of control ?   Placebo control/Non placebo control/ Uncontrolled. 

 What was the level of blinding ?  Triple blinded / Double/ Single/ Unblinded. 

 Was the trial ethical ?   Yes/Possibly yes/Possibly no/No. 

 What was the proportion of “lost to follow up” ________________________ 

(b)  For a study assessing the role of a risk factor / causal factors 

 What was the strength of the design itself ? 
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Very strong  /    Moderately strong  /Minimal strength    / Weak  

        (experimental)     (Cohort)            (Case control, Cross sectional analytic)  (Ecological studies) 

 What is the strength of association (as seen by RR or OR) ? 

       >3 / 2-3 / 1-2 / <1  (strong) (reasonably strong) (weak) (protective) (or, <0.25, 0.26 to 0.5, 0.51 to 0.75, >0.75) 

 Is the association significant (as seen by test of significance and 95% CI of RR or OR)?   Yes/No. 

 Is the temporal relationship (cause or exposure definitely preceded effect or outcome)   definite ?  

Yes/Possibly Yes/Possibly No/No 

 Does the association stand to reasoning ?    Yes/No. 

 Is there a dose response relationship  ?   Yes/No/Not studied. 

(c ) For a study dealing with clinical course and prognostic factors. 

 Was an `inception cohort’ assembled ?  Yes/No. 

(subjects should be identified at an early and uniform point (inception) in the course of their disease, such as 

when they develop unambiguous symptoms or receive their first definitive therapy) 

 Was the “referral filter” of the subjects to the present location of study adequately described ? Yes/No.   

 Was the clinical status of all patients who entered the study   accounted   for   in the end ?  Yes/No. 

 Were the prognostic outcomes clearly defined ? Yes/No. 

 Was the outcome assessment done by physicians who were `blinded’ to the other features of patients ?  

  Yes/No. 

(d)  For a study on Diagnostic test evaluation 

 Was a proper `Gold Standard’ of diagnosis described and used? Yes/No. 

 Were the evaluation of test results done by observers who were `blinded’ to the results of Gold Standard test? 

     Yes/No. 

 Did the subject sample contain an appropriate `spectrum’ of the target disease ? Yes/No. 

      (mild, moderate, severe, atypical, other closely related diagnoses). 

 Were the “settings” of study adequately described?  Yes/No. 

 Was the “referral filter” through which subjects passed before reaching the settings of present study adequately 

defined ?    Yes/No. 

 Was the reproducibility of test (the range of variations due to observers, subjects, instruments and techniques) 

adequately studied and defined ? 

 Were the techniques of carrying out the test under study adequately described ? Yes / No 

 Were ALL subjects put through to BOTH, the test being studied and the gold standard test? Yes / No 

 Was the “utility” of the test determined ?    Yes/No. 

      (ie., whether the authors went beyond the issues of validity and reliability to describe the  consequences of the test 

- whether it really contributed to better patient management or favourably changed the disease outcome for which the 

test is designed). 
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(e)  For a study dealing with economic analysis 

 Has the clinical/ health effectiveness of the procedure itself  been proved? Yes/No  

 Was the economic question correctly posed ?     Yes/No. 

      (cost analysis / cost effectiveness analysis / cost benefit analysis / cost utility analysis) 

 Were the alternative programmes for comparison adequately described (who does what to whom and where, how 

often; with what health results) ?  Yes/No. 

 Have the view points of cost and benefit been adequately described (Patient’s view point, Doctors’ point, Societal 

point and Government point of view) ? Yes/No. 

 Were all the relevant cost and effects/outcomes identified ?  Yes/No. 

 Were credible measures for these costs and outcomes selected ?  Yes/No. 

 Was the economic analysis “appropriate” in relation to the research question (ie., cost analysis, cost effectiveness 

analysis etc ) ?     Yes/No. 

 Was a “sensitivity analysis” done for the biases that could occur due to the assumed costs and thus having affected 

the outcome ?    Yes/No. 

Step 7 : Writing Your Assessment of the Study. After having gone through the detailed check list presented above, 

write down a “summary” of your opinion regarding the research paper. 

 

17.34. Check your progress – 2. 

6. While writing the references in a research article for publication in a journal, and quoting another published article 

as a reference, the last item is: (a) page numbers (from page number – to page number)  (b) Volume of the journal (c) 

name of the authors (d) Year of publication (e) Title of the published article. 

7. While evaluating a published research article dealing with a prognostic factor in a particular disease, which of the 

following aspects is a must in such studies (a) Randomization should have been done (b) Placebo control should have 

been included in the study (c) All subjects should have been subjected to both the test under evaluation and the gold 

standard test (d) an inception cohort should have been assembled (e) Study should have been done in a tertiary care 

hospital.  

8. While writing a research paper for publication in a medical journal, the standard method of writing references is as 

per the method given in: (a) Vancouver style as given in Indexus Medicus (b) PubMed (c) Medline (d) Any one of the 

above (e) None of the above. 

9. While evaluating a published research article or a dissertation, which of the following sections will tell whether the 

study was “Valid” or not: (a) Introduction (b) Review of literature (c) Material and methods (d) Findings (Results) 

and discussion (e) References. 

10. While evaluating a published research article dealing with the diagnostic performance of a new test, which of the 

following aspects is NOT required in such type of study: (a) Was a proper `Gold Standard’ of diagnosis described 

and used? (b) Were the subjects allocated into the two groups by randomization (c) Were the “settings” of study 
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adequately described? (d) Was the “referral filter” through which subjects passed before reaching the settings of 

present study adequately defined (e) Were the techniques of carrying out the test under study adequately described.  

17.35. Summary. 

17.35.1. There are three additional “applied” aspects of the knowledge of epidemiology and research methodology, 

which we have gathered till now in the previous units. Firstly, we need to know the intricacies involved in writing a 

“research proposal” so that our proposed research work can be sanctioned by the concerned university or else it may 

need to be sanctioned by some governmental body or non-governmental body. Secondly, once we have completed our 

epidemiological / research work, we should understand very well as to how to put it across in the form of a thesis / 

dissertation / project report or else in the form of a research article which we would like to get published in a journal 

of repute. Thirdly, we should also have a good understanding as to how we would be evaluating, critically, a research 

article or a project report published in some journal, which we are reading. In this unit we have undertaken 

comprehensive discussions of these three important aspects. 

17.35.2. Research proposal is a document written as per the headings and specifications given by the agency which 

wants to evaluate, before the start of the research work, whether the work is fit to be undertaken in the present form, 

or needs to be modified. It assesses the relevance and importance of your proposed research, broadly evaluates the 

methodology that you propose to be following and assesses the financial requirements (if financial evaluation / 

sanctions is also a requirement of the examining agency). 

17.35.3. Steps in preparing  a research proposal.  This consists of number of  points which have to be clarified in a 

stepwise fashion.   Needless to say, more the worker has read “around” and “into” the topic, more comfortable will 

she be in writing the proposal. The document starts with an opening page which gives the Title of the proposed research 

work, the name (s) of principal worker and co-workers, their qualifications and present institutional affiliations, and 

the name(s) of the guide / co-guide if any. 

17.35.4. The first main heading of the proposal is the “Introduction”. This will include the definition of the problem 

in which the research is going to  be undertaken, magnitude  of the problem, a summary of what is already 

known  about the condition, followed by a statement on what is not known, or areas  where gaps  in knowledge still 

exist and which need to be  filled. Thereafter, there is a clear specification of what is the research question to be 

answered  in  this proposed  study and  how  the study  findings will  contribute to the existing  knowledge, and  help 

in improving the health care or clinical  practice as against what is already being done. 

17.35.5. The  next heading is “Aim and Objectives”. AIM is a general statement about the research question.  The 

OBJECTIVES  are very specific activities through which  the aim is going to be achieved. This is followed by a “Brief 

Review of Literature” (if required to be given in the proposal, by the university or the sanctioning body to whom the 

proposal is being submitted). The review should generally  be  of  the “recent literature” (i.e., past 5 years or so).  

The  review should be divided into  the following headings :- (i) Definition of the condition of interest (ii) 

Magnitude  of  the problem :  worldwide, national level, local/ regional level, and socio-economic impact. (iii) Review 

of what is already known about the topic of research. (iv) Review of the gaps which exist in the present body of 

knowledge as far as it pertains to the proposed research. 
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17.35.6. The next main heading in the proposal is “Material and Methods”. This  is  the "heart"  of  the  

research  protocol.  Great care should be  exercised  while writing this part. This section starts with the description of 

the general  settings in which the study will be undertaken, place of the study and the time – line. This is followed in 

sequence by elaboration of the “study design” which will be used in the proposed study, description of the Reference 

and Study (Actual) population, the method of calculation of Sample size, the Sampling  method which will be 

followed, description of exclusion criteria if any, specification of the variables which will be studied in the proposed 

work and their scales of measurement for  each  variable,  (ie., numerical continuous / discrete / ordinal numerical / 

categorical dichotomous / polychotomous ordinal / polychotomous nominal). This is to be followed by a detailed 

description of the Instruments which will be used in the study  and the details of techniques which will be used for 

using these instruments (remember that “interview” is also a technique for using the “questionnaire” which is an 

instrument). Next to this, in the material and methods section, we should give the details of randomization, blinding 

and Intervention, the details of  Follow-up procedures to be adopted for following up the subjects of the study, the 

Referral  Support which will be available for dealing with patients detected in the study or subjects who develop any 

medical complications. Thereafter, describe the procedure which will be used for conducting the “Pilot study”. 

Thereafter, give a description of various analytical procedures which will be used once the study data has been 

collected. Lastly give a description of the Ethical issues, including clearance from the Institutional Ethical Committee, 

and the Financial  Implications, if any. 

17.35.7. The next section in the proposal is that of “References”. The references should come in a serial  order  of 

numbering, ie., for example reference no. 7 should not appear in  the text of protocol until reference no. 6  has  already 

appeared at least once. The  references  should be written in  a  standard format.  The Vancouver system of writing 

the references,  as described in detail in this unit, is generally accepted as a  standard format 

17.35.8. The last part of the research proposal is that of “Annexures”, if so required.  In  general, an  annexure  is 

attached to clarify in  greater  detail,  a particular  aspect  which  has not been  clarified  adequately in  the "Material 

and Method" section  because  the same   would  have  become  unnecessary  voluminous.  

17.35.9. The next major issue we have discussed in this unit is regarding “Writing a Research Paper”. This is another 

very important aspect because those who assess the quality of your research work, do so on the basis of how you have 

presented it - they may not see how you have done it and what you have obtained, but rather on how you put it across 

to them.  In other words, it is the style of writing your research work that makes a major difference. Herein, the major 

role is played by a methodical and systematic approach in writing the research work, coupled with the constant practice 

that takes you towards perfection. 

17.35.10. Very broadly, there are two types of written research works, firstly the original research paper and secondly, 

the thesis / dissertation / project report.  The basic approach in writing them remains the same, except for the   major 

difference that while an original research paper is a short, crisp presentation contained in 8 or 10 typed pages, the 

thesis/dissertation/project report is quite   voluminous, running into hundreds of pages.  

17.35.11. No research result can be written in one go.  It has to be edited and revised on a number of occasions before it 

takes the final, perfect shape.  It is always better to be more exhaustive to begin with, pruning down the flab with each 

revision. The sequence of presentation in an original research paper or thesis is usually as follows:- (i) Topic / heading, 
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followed by names of authors and their affiliation with various institutions. (ii) Abstract (Summary in case of thesis) 

(iii) Key words (iv) Introduction (v) Aim and objectives (vi) Review of literature (vii) Material and Methods (viii) 

Findings (Results) (ix) Discussion (x) Conclusion  (xi) Recommendations (xii) References (xiii) Annexures and (xiv) 

Other Enclosures, including “Conflict of Interest” if any. Detailed description of writing all these steps have been 

made in the main body of this unit. 

17.35.12. The third  issue covered in detail in this unit was of critical appraisal of a published article in a journal, 

which is of much importance to every Doctor. As Post-Graduate students in the respective specialities, we have 

periodic “journal clubs” during which research articles are critically evaluated. As practising Doctors, we need to 

advance our knowledge constantly, by reading the various articles. Similarly, as senior level health care administrators, 

we have to keep abreast regarding the contemporary practices in health care administration, therapies, equipment, 

diagnostics and the financial implications. From the research methodologist’s perspective, reading a journal needs a 

series of well planned sequential steps, as follows. 

17.35.13. The first aspect which needs to be evaluated is whether a clear cut research question has been asked and 

whether this question was feasible to be undertaken by the authors and had some relevance and novelty. Next is the 

evaluation of the most important aspect of a research work, namely the details of material and methods section which 

will tell us whether the study had internal as well as external validity and whether the measurement process was 

accurate and reliable. We need to evaluate very professionally as to what was the description of reference population, 

the actual study population from which the sample of study subjects was drawn. Next we need to assess whether the 

sample size was correctly calculated and whether the parameters specified for calculation of sample size were correct, 

and whether a probability based sampling method was undertaken.  

17.35.14. The next step is to assess whether the measurement process was correct or not – whether all the possible 

exposure, outcome and confounding variables were identified and studied and whether their scales of measurement 

were correct. We also need to evaluate as to what was the measurement process  of various variables and whether 

clear description of all the instruments and techniques was given. Assessment is also to be made regarding any 

possibility of bias – whether selection (sampling) bias or measurement (information) bias could have crept up. Finally, 

in the methodology section, assess as to what was the “study design” and whether it was the correct design to answer 

the research question. 

17.35.15. Having assessed the material & method section in detail, we now would evaluate the findings (results) 

section – whether all the findings have been presented clearly in proper tabular or graphic forms and whether the 

appropriate statistical procedure (‘t’ test or chi-square test) has been undertaken, along with calculation of the amount 

of “risk estimate” (in terms of RR or OR and their 95% confidence intervals.). 

17.35.16. The findings then need to be discussed in detail, comparing them with the findings of other researchers and 

logical conclusions and recommendations should thereafter by made Finally, certain specific points need to be further 

evaluated depending on which particular design has been used in the particular study, as descriptive study or ecological 

or cross-sectional analytic / case control / cohort / experimental design / diagnostic test evaluation study. 

17.35.17. Lastly, the observations made regarding each and every point as above, made in respect of the study should 

be noted down and then presented in the seminar on critical evaluation of the research paper which was assessed. 
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17.36. Glossary. 

 Research proposal : a document written as per the headings and specifications given by the agency which wants 

to evaluate, before the start of the research work, whether the work is fit to be undertaken in the present form, or 

needs to be modified. It puts across your research question, aim and objectives, the relevance and importance of 

the proposed research, the methodology that you propose to be following and the financial requirements (if 

financial evaluation / sanctions is also a requirement of the examining agency). 

 Research protocol  :  a comprehensive, written document, which gives the details  of each  and  every  step of 

the  measurement  processes, including interviewing methods,  clinical methods, and laboratory 

procedures,   that  would  be carried  out  in the study. 

 Operations manual : It is a very comprehensive document which includes, besides the details of measurement of 

each and every variable (which is there in the research protocol), the detailed description of the research question, 

description of each and every variable which will be studied, the description of reference and study populations, 

sample size calculations, sampling procedure, randomization procedure (if applicable”), the quality control 

procedures, duties and responsibilities of each and every member of the team, handling of financial issues, and 

details of interim / final report which will be required to be sent.   

 Institutional Ethics Committee (IEC). It si  a committee consisting of experts from within the institution as well 

invited eminent memThe committee meets regulary, evaluates the research proposals from various bers, 

constituted as per the guidelines of ICMR. It evaluates the ethical aspects in the proposal, especially from the 

aspects of confidentiality, informed voluntary consents, randomisation and intervention procedures in a 

intervention trial and such other ethical issues. In addition, larger institutions are also required to have a 

“Institutional Committee for Animal Experiments. 

 Conflict of Interest. The workers of a research study should ideally have no connection with the sponsoring drug 

company or any relationship with the sponsors. This should be declared at the end of the research paper. In case 

there is a relationship which could bias the results, it should also be clearly declared towards the end of the research. 

17.37. Self-Assessment Test. 

1. Write a draft research proposal on the topic “Is large waist circumference (as determined by  the waist circumference 

of > 90 cms in males or > 80 cms in females) associated with raised blood pressure?”. Assume that you want to do 

your dissertation on this topic and have to submit this proposal for approval by your college academic council. 

2. Describe the various aspects you will include in the “Material & Methods” section, while writing a research paper  

publication in a medical journal. Assume that your research topic was whether diabetes or impaired fasting glucose is 

associated with hypertension and your study design was a cross-sectional analytical study done in your hospital which 

is a 300 bedded secondary care level hospital. 

17.38. Suggested References / Reading Material. 

1.  Chapters on Research Methodology & Epidemiology. By: Rajvir Bhalwar (Author & Chief Editor). Text Book of 

Public Health & Community Medicine. Publishers: WHO – India Office and AFMC, Pune. 1st  Ed, 2010. 

2. Designing Clinical Research. Hulley SB, Cummings SR, et al. 3rd Edition, 2007. Wolters Kluwer, Philadelphia. 
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3. Clinical Epidemiology – The Essentials. By: RH Fletcher, SW Fletcher, GS Fletcher. Publishers – Wolters 

Kluwer & Lippincott Williams and Wilkins. 5th Edition, 2014. 

4. Epidemiology – An Introductory Text. Author : Kenneth J Rothman. 2nd Ed, 2012. Oxford University Press, 

London. ISBN : 978019975455. 

17.39. Answers to Check Your Progress. 

1. (b). Research proposal. 

2. (c). Detailed review of literature. Detailed review of literature is not essentially required in a research proposal, 

unless specified to be included by the approving body as the ICMR or the university. All other aspects are required in 

a research proposal. 

3. (c). How your proposed research work is going to add to the existing body of knowledge in improving present 

healthcare practices.  

4. (e). How analysis of the data will be undertaken in the proposed research work. This aspect will be covered in 

“material and methods section” and not in the introductory section in the research proposal. 

5. (a) Material & Methods. This section immediately follows the “aim & objectives” in a research proposal. 

6. (a) page numbers (from page number – to page number). This is the last item when writing the reference in respect 

of another published research article. 

7. (d) An inception cohort should have been assembled. 

8. (a) Vancouver style as given in Indexus Medicus. 

9. (c). Material and methods section.  

10. (b) Were the subjects allocated into the two groups by randomization. In fact, there is nothing like allocation into 

two groups in a diagnostic test evaluation study; ALL subjects should undergo bith, the test under assessment as well 

as the gold standard test. 

 

 

 

 

 


